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COMPELLING REASONS TO ATTEND
� Network with 300+ Professional Mobile Radio Specialists from around the world
� Learn from 40+ speakers during the multi-streamed conference
� Meet the leading suppliers at the exhibition of 20+ companies
� Experience 3 days of conference sessions, workshops, networking and exhibition
� Get updates and see showcases of all available digital solutions for PMR
� Access vital information on both commercial and public safety PMR usage

HEAR FROM PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTOR 
PMR PROFESSIONALS, INCLUDING:

Hans Borgonjen, VTS Police
Netherlands & TETRA Association

Sanja Holen, 
Ministry of Interior Croatia 

Christo Kriek, 
Sasol Shared Services

Alistair Montgomery, 
London Underground 

Cazim Redzovic, 
Saab Group

David King, 
BAPCO

Superintendent Bill Moore, 
Halifax Regional Police

Alberto Sendin Escalona, 
Iberdrola

Paul Jarvis, 
Ofcom

Dr. Gerardo Palmieri, 
Italian Ministry of Justice

Andrea Cillara Rossi, 
ERDF - Électricité Réseau 
Distribution France

Introducing A Major New Event Outlining 
The Evolving Communications Solutions 
For Business And Mission-Critical Users

Up to 70% 
discount for
PMR Users!

To Register, visit 
www.pmrsummit.com/mm

email: registrations@iir-telecoms.com
tel: +44 (0)20 7017 7483

fax: +44 (0)20 7017 7825
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Introducing A Major New Event Outlining 

With the interest in high-end PMR systems, like TETRA
steadily growing and low cost, low complexity and
standardised digital PMR technologies like DMR and dPMR
being adopted by growing numbers of non-PSS users, the
PMR market is poised for rapid growth over the next few years. 

The increased competition and diversification of the PMR
market is driving the evolution of the technologies and
introduction of new applications and services. Coupled with
the opportunities arising from combining public and private
mobile radio into Broadband PMR, digital PMR is increasingly
attractive to both end users looking to migrate to a digital 
PMR system and those who have already implemented a
system and are eager to enhance its functionality.

However, before the full potential of PMR systems can be
exploited by end users, it is crucial that issues such as
spectrum availability and interoperability are addressed 
and resolved. It is also essential for end users to understand
how these issues affect their choice of PMR system and 
what features and capabilities different PMR systems offer. 

IIR’s PMR Summit has been specially designed to provide 
a forum for representatives from commercial enterprises,
emergency response organisations, defence and civil
contingency agencies, national and dedicated operators,
government agencies, developers and manufacturers to come
together and enhance their knowledge of DMR, dPMR,
TETRA, Tetrapol, MPT-1327 as well as Mobile Broadband
Solutions and gain insights into how PSS and non-PSS 
end users are deploying and leveraging PMR systems. 

The current dynamism of the PMR market makes 
IIR’s inaugural PMR Summit a highly topical event. 
Join us in Barcelona and discover how PMR systems 
can help you meet your communication needs. 

You will benefit from a truly comprehensive, interactive 
agenda with a format that allows you to participate, 
engage and benchmark.

Vital topics to be addressed include:

• What are the most cost-effective solutions and 
models for business-critical communications?

• What are the new challenges faced by 
mission critical communication users? 
How are solutions evolving to meet 
these challenges?

• What new applications are available to 
users and how can you exploit them?

• How can the broadband requirements 
of PMR users be most effectively 
addressed – evaluating mobile 
broadband including LTE and 
WiMAX? What are the implications 
of limited available spectrum?

It is important to keep up to 
date with developments, I have 

learned from the conference
Chairman ICC, Police Federation 
@ TETRA World Congress 2010

It is a good opportunity to meet with the
suppliers, users and hear from both parties

Telecom Engineer, CITC 
@ TETRA World Congress 2010

Gained a better understanding of where Tetra is 
as far as data speeds and technology goes – TEDS

Lead Engineer, Atlas Telecom 
@ TETRA World Congress 2010

Meeting people working in the 
same field, exchanging experiences

Chief Engineer, DNK Norway 
@ Control Rooms Communications 2010

I have learned a lot about command and control rooms  
Police Officer, Cyprus Police 

@ Control Rooms Communications 2010

This event will offer vital learning and networking
opportunities for communication professionals from:

The expected breakdown of delegates for the PMR Summit includes:

� Industry Users – Oil & Gas, Mining, Construction
� Transport Users – Rail, Metro, Airports, Ports
� Utilities – Energy Distribution and Generation
� Small Enterprise Users
� Public Safety Users – Ambulance, Fire & Rescue, 

Police, Armed Forces, Local Authorities
� Event Organisers, Logistics and Security Users
� Network Operators (Government, Commercial, Shared Use)

WHO WILL YOU MEET AT PMR SUMMIT?

MEDIA PARTNERS

By region: By industry type:

Users 52%
Hardware/Software Vendors 29%
Operators 7%
System Integrators and Consultants 5%
Application Developers 5%
Other 2%

Western Europe 38%
Central & Eastern Europe 20%
Northern Europe 12%
Southern Europe 12%
Middle East & Africa 10%
Asia 4%
Americas 4%

ENDORSED BY

Web:

www.pmrsummit.com/mm

09:00 DMR Association Tutorial 
Led by DMR Association
Overview of DMR Technology and
Market positioning
Protocol description, TDMA structure, 
voice and data services 
Key benefits of DMR 
Adoption of DMR technology today – 
market Adoption and manufacturer adoption 
DMR technology versus other standards 
in the digital market 
Q&A 

Migrating from Analogue to Digital 
with DMR
Situational analysis of the market 
DMR: Designed to substitute analogue 
FM systems 

Success stories 
Q&A 

DMR Association Interoperability Testing
Principles and background 
Test process and testing 
Certification process and certificates 
Q&A 

Wrap-up 
Q&A 

11.00 Morning Refreshments

11:30 TETRA Association TUTORIAL
Led by TETRA Association
Overview of TETRA Market and Users
Market Sectors and main applications
Examples of TETRA projects

User benefits of TETRA
TETRA Architecture and Services
Network architecture and interfaces
TETRA Direct Mode
Basic and supplementary services
Data and security services
Applications

TETRA Products
Infrastructure and terminal suppliers
Interoperability certification
TETRA and other technologies

Wrap-up 
Questions and Answers

13.30 Lunch

14:30 Tetrapol Tutorial
Led by Cassidian Systems
TETRAPOL overview
Background
Key characteristics
Market presence

TETRAPOL portfolio
Recent launches
TETRAPOL for Defence & Special Forces

Future of TETRAPOL
Drivers
Next Generation TETRAPOL

Wrap-up 
Q&A 

16.30 End of Tutorial Day and Afternoon
Refreshments

PRE-CONFERENCE TUTORIALS - MONDAY 19TH SEPTEMBER 2011
Registration will start at 08.30 and the tutorials will run from 09.00 until 16.30 with appropriate breaks for lunch and refreshments



The Evolving Communications Solutions For Business And 

08.30 Registration and Coffee

09.00 Chair’s Opening Remarks
Phil Godfrey, Chairman, TETRA Association

09.05 PMR Market Developments – An Analyst's Perspective
Examining how new technologies such as DMR, dPMR, PDT
and NXDN impact the uptake of TETRA 
What impact did the recession have on the analogue PMR
market? And to what extent will government cut backs impact
the market going forward? 
Evaluating the market prospects for LTE in North America 
and assessing how broadband PMR requirements will be 
met elsewhere
What are the medium-term prospects for the PMR market
overall?
Alex Green, Senior Research Director, Mobile Radio, IMS Research

09.30 Public Safety mobile communications - Examining
the European situation and outlining developments
Detailing the existing situation and examining initiatives to
improve this
Assessing future developments - mission critical high speed data
Addressing the need for dedicated solutions and (harmonised)
dedicated frequencies
Summarising the activities by the Law Enforcement Working Party
Hans Borgonjen, Senior Coordinator International
Standardisation, VTS Police Netherlands  

09.55 Identifying and addressing the new communication
needs of mission critical users from a utility perspective
Understanding the communication needs that are arising from
the increased use and dependence on data communication:
Examining what solutions are being developed to respond to
those new needs
Assessing how the integration of PMR and broadband
technologies (LTE, WiMAX) can provide mission critical users
with the necessary connectivity and interoperability 
Outlining the budgetary considerations of adopting broadband
PMR solutions
Adrian Grilli, Managing Director, Joint Radio Company

10.20 What is the future of Civil Contingencies Radio in
the UK?
David King, Chairman of the Commercial Advisory Group, BAPCO

10.45 Morning Refreshments

11.25 Positioning DMR and examining its adoption 
and evolution
Providing an introduction to DMR standard and technology 
Outlining the key benefits of DMR
Examining the adoption of DMR technology by users and
manufacturers
Mario Micheli, Chair, DMR Association

11.50 TETRA - Exploring the current status and future
developments 
Providing an update of the TETRA market
Reviewing the reasons why end user choose TETRA
Outlining expected future developments of the TETRA technology
Phil Kidner, CEO, TETRA Association  

12.15 Panel Session: Which digital PMR solution is the
right fit for you? 
Panellists will examine how end users can determine which
PMR systems is best suited to meet their needs, in terms of
current infrastructure and operations as well as future functional
requirements. The panel will also discuss the TCO (Total Cost
Of Ownership), migration path and spectrum efficiency of
different PMR systems. 
Stéphane Eloy, Strategic Marketing Manager, Cassidian Systems
Hannu Aronsson, Chairman, Applications Working Group,
Technical Forum, TETRA Association
Adrian Grilli, Managing Director, Joint Radio Company
Phil Kidner, CEO, TETRA Association
Jean-Claude Maruéjouls, Export Manager, Detracom

12.50 Lunch 

14.00 Vendors on the Spot
During this session, each vendor will be given one minute 
to pitch their solution and its track record in responding to
technological advances and evolving end user requirements.

Stream A – 
PMR Deployment Scenarios

Stream B – Migration to Digital, Interoperability,
Integration and System Evolution

SUMMIT DAY ONE – TUESDAY 20TH SEPTEMBER 2011

NETWORKING DRINKS
RECEPTION
All speakers and delegates are
invited to a complimentary drinks
reception to discuss the day’s issues.

To Register Please Tel: +44(0)20 7017 7481 Fax: +44 (0)20 7017 7823

14.20 Making the case for migrating to digital PMR systems
Why opt for a digital rather than a new analogue system?
Evaluating the various technology options for migrating to digital and outlining their key benefits
Deciding when to migrate to a digital PMR system 
Justifying the investment – defining ROI in terms of operational and energy efficiency
What is the probability that licensing of analogue for PMR will be discontinued?
Christo Kriek, Programme Manager, Sasol Shared Services

14.45 Migrating existing radio systems and networks from current analogue and
semi-digital to a fully digital dPMR solution
Outlining the advantages for migrating mission critical networks by hot switching to dual mode infrastructure
Leveraging the phased expenditure approach and the ability to use existing frequencies and
licences with a migration to dPMR
Analysing the applications that are inherent with the dPMR protocol as well as applications that
use dPMR functionality 
Examining what these applications can offer to the security, transport, public service and general
business and industry sectors
Pete Hizzey, Chairman, dPMR MOU Group

15.10 Addressing the challenges of achieving interoperability between the PMR
equipment of different manufacturers
Understanding why different PMR manufacturers’ equipment is not always interoperable
Assessing how the lack of interoperability impacts users who are sourcing, implementing and
operating multi-vendor PMR equipment
Understanding how certification for vendors can enhance overall interoperability between
infrastructures and terminals
Examining how interoperability testing and certification for all available PMR equipment by an
independent body can ensure interoperability
Steven Wyckaert, Head Radio Networks Terminals and IOP, ASTRID

15.35 Achieving ICT integration in emergency vehicles
Understanding how the significant increase of technology in emergency vehicles has led to
extensive power consumption, increased communications and heterogeneous ICT implementations
Determining which layers in ICT integration, from end user perspective, are critical in order to
design ICT platforms that support their work efficiently
What similarities in ICT platforms exist from different emergency organizations' perspective?
Improving the vehicle usage as a mobile office and command and control room with efficient 
ICT integration
Hanna-Miina Sihvonen, Project Manager in Public Safety and Security projects,
Laurea University of Applied Sciences Finland

16.00 Afternoon Refreshments

16.30 Achieving successful integration of existing Control Room communications
and systems with PMR networks
Outlining the technical challenges of effectively integrating PMR systems with existing platforms
and technologies
Examining the step by step migration process
Managing the integration project without interrupting radio communication services 
Adapting and optimising work processes to ensure secure, reliable and efficient operation
Presenting the lessons learnt during implementation and network rollout
Philippe Ernoult, Business Initiative Support Manager, Cassidian Systems

16.55 Panel Session: Migrating to digital – what are the prerequisites for a
successful migration to different PMR technologies?
In this session, the panellists will analyse the migration path from analogue to different 
digital PMR technologies in terms of complexity, interoperability, backward compatibility 
and new sites and frequency licenses. The panel will also discuss potential challenges during 
the migration process and issues surrounding the integration of a digital technology into an
existing analogue infrastructure.
Sanja Holen, Communications Engineer, Ministry of Interior Croatia  
Paul Jarvis, Head of Business Radio, Ofcom
Hannu Aronsson, Chairman, Applications Working Group, Technical Forum, TETRA Association

17.30 Chair’s Closing Remarks

17.40  End of Summit Day One

Gold Sponsors

14.20 DMR for public transport - BKV Budapest, a case study of an on-going project
Outlining the objectives and challenges: 
- substitution of two aging analogue networks - coverage of Budapest area 
- 2000 + vehicles - traditional narrowband and innovative broadband applications
Evaluating the options and selection criteria:
- what advantages of DMR led to decision to adopt a DMR solution?
Providing an overview of the project and the solution 
Summarising the status quo and timescale
András Berger, Technical Director, BKV Zrt

14.45 Examining the key milestones in the gradual Tetrapol network evolution at SIRDEE
Senior Representative, SIRDEE

15.10 Managing special operations communications in Rio de Janeiro
Describing the genesis of the system - Pan American Games
Meeting the special demands for public safety in a large metropolis 
Achieving city-wide coverage across hilly terrains 
Planning for the future and future events: World Cup and Olympics 
Major Fabio Cajueiro, Projects Manager, State Security Secretariat, Rio de Janeiro Military Police

15.35 Examining how PMR was leveraged and deployed during the Pope's visit 
to Croatia
Providing an overview of the PMR system
Outlining how the system works on ordinary days
Examining preparatory work done before the Pope's visit to provide better and safer
communication over PMR network
Evaluating how the system worked during the Pope's visit to Croatia
Sanja Holen, Communications Engineer, Ministry of Interior Croatia

16.00 Afternoon Refreshments

16.30 Deploying secure communications underground
The futuristic Line 9 – some statistics 
Examining the challenges of installing secure communications systems underground 
Understanding the need for an applications-rich environment to get the most out of the 
digital PMR system
Identifying the level of resilience required to operate driverless carriages 
Senior Representative, Barcelona Metro

16.55 Evolving radio use post implementation – realising the benefit of digital radio
Outlining how a digital PMR system has been introduced onto London Underground
Understanding how London Underground has evolved its end users’ knowledge and expertise 
in how and when to use the radio to maximise the benefits in terms of:
- operational reliability
- operational recovery
- system security
- safety
- customer information
Examining how the end users’ own experience has evolved from using a very basic old style
radio system to utilising a function rich digital system that covers the entire network and over
10,000 users
Looking to the future – outlining future use and aspirations
Alistair Montgomery, Operational Task Manager, Operational Upgrades, London Underground

17.20 Panel Session: Addressing interoperability challenges – how can they
successfully be overcome?
This panel will examine the interoperability challenges that need to be addressed in order to
enable the effective use of private and public radio communication systems across agency 
and geographic boundaries.
Superintendent Bill Moore, Administration Division, Halifax Regional Police
For updates on panellists, please visit www.pmrsummit.com.

17.50 Chair’s Closing Remarks

18.00 End of Summit Day One
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08.30 Registration and Coffee

09.00 Chair’s Opening Remarks 
Adrian Grilli, Managing Director, Joint Radio Company

09.05 Providing an overview and update on the on the EU's radio spectrum policy
Understanding the importance of spectrum 
Outlining the current allocation of spectrum in Europe 
Explaining the EU spectrum policy regulatory process 
Examining the objectives of EU spectrum policy 
Reviewing recent harmonisation decisions 
What are the possible solutions for harmonised spectrum for broadband use by public safety and
emergency services (PPDR)?
Aleš Brabínek, Policy Officer, Radio Spectrum Policy Unit, DG Information Society and Media,
European Commission

09.30 The Business of Radio
PMR in the UK
Ofcom’s PMR licenses

Embracing the market approach to spectrum management
Migrating to digital technologies
Paul Jarvis, Head of Business Radio, Ofcom

09.55 Synergies between CSDP (Common Security and Defence Policy) and PSS 
(Public Safety and Security) missions - opportunities and challenges
Gérard Lapierre, Radio Spectrum Project Officer, European Defence Agency 
(awaiting final confirmation)

10.20 Panel Session: Addressing the spectrum bottleneck – developing strategies for
optimising spectrum use
The panellists will assess the spectrum requirements for current and future applications and technologies
and discuss different measures to optimise the use of available spectrum. The panel will also examine how
to ensure that the spectrum needs of one market segment do not impede the operations of other segments.
Paul Jarvis, Head of Business Radio, Ofcom
Risto Toikkanen, Regulation Manager, Cassidian Systems
Adrian Grilli, Managing Director, Joint Radio Company

10.50 Morning Refreshments

11.30 Examining why the Public Safety Sector opts for TETRA 
Positioning TETRA in the PMR market – an overview of the ETSI developed TETRA standard 
and its history
Identifying the markets, sectors and users adopting TETRA
What makes TETRA so attractive to mission critical users – analysing TETRA voice and 
data functionality
Scrutinising the products and applications available for TETRA
Examining the evolution of the standard – what is the status of TETRA release 2 and TETRA
Enhanced Data Service (TEDS) in TETRA Release 2?
Is TETRA truly a viable option for non-public safety users?
Cazim Redzovic, Technical Manager, Communication Systems, Saab Group

11.55 Examining the use of PMR for traditional operational activities at Iberdrola
Explaining the migration from analog to digital PMR for telecom controlled services
Using PMR in Smart Grids:
- for the different services: remote metering, telecom control and monitoring
- in the different grid segments
Addressing the need for spectrum for Smart Grids
Alberto Sendin Escalona, Telecommunication Projects Manager, Iberdrola

12.20 Securing the iconic Santiago Bernabeu football stadium
Communications requirements of a major sports venue 
The selection process – why TETRA? 
Operations on a normal match-day 
Dealing calmly with a terrorist threat to a packed stadium 
Enrique Uriel, Chief Information Officer, Real Madrid C.F

12.45 Lunch

14.00 Examining the role of the PMR network in supporting a smartgrid
communication infrastructure
Providing an overview of ERDF's analog radio network with several frequencies
Examining issues surrounding the migration from an analogue to a digital infrastructure
Understanding the role the PMR network will play within the future smartgrid communication system:  
- assessing the opportunities
Andrea Cillara Rossi, Project Manager, Direction Technique - Département Exploitation Conduite,
ERDF - Électricité Réseau Distribution France

14.25 From sea to sea to sea: Providing radio coverage for a country
Examining the technical and cultural issues posed by such a wide and diverse land mass 
Reviewing the present state of land mobile radio and broadband technology and identifying the
various players 
Providing an overview of the initiatives underway in an effort to create an interoperable country
Understanding how first responders are strategically positioning themselves to ensure that they
are able to respond day to day and in extreme events
Superintendent Bill Moore, Administration Division, Halifax Regional Police

14.50 Operating a digital, region-wide, applications-rich, shared network
Understanding the special challenges of Basque Country geography 
Implementing a region-wide professional communications network 
Addressing the challenges of a shared network – user profiles 
Developing advanced data applications 
Looking to the future 
Ricardo Lizundia, TETRA Services Manager, Itelazpi (Basque Country, Spain)

15.15 Panel Session: Getting the most out of the PMR investment
During this session, the panellists will discuss how an in-depth understanding of the network and
handset capabilities can help end user to maximise the potential of their PMR system. In addition to
explaining how end user can leverage system functionality, the panellists will also assess the benefits
that can be gained from developing partnerships with manufacturers and application developers.
Alistair Montgomery, Operational Task Manager, Operational Upgrades,
London Underground
Hannu Aronsson, Chairman, Applications Working Group, Technical Forum,
TETRA Association
Adrian Grilli, Managing Director, Joint Radio Company

15.45 Afternoon Refreshments

11.30 Developing Broadband PMR for mission and business critical environments
What must a broadband radio system consist of in order to properly cover user needs in mission
and business critical environments?
Will broadband radio systems replace or complement existing narrow-band digital networks?
What features and services should be expected from upcoming Broadband PMR?
What are the keys to a proper introduction of Broadband PMR systems into the market?
Alfredo Calderon, CTO, Teltronic

11.55 The future of professional mobile communications – integrating TETRA 
and Broadband
Zaragoza – the Digital City concept 
Integrating TETRA with complementary technologies 
Multi-bearer console devices 
Optimising communications resources for the 21st century 
Alberto Guallar, Consultant, Zaragoza Local Police

12.20 The best of both worlds – examining how to combine reliability (PMR) with
speed (LTE, WiMAX) to deliver high-speed data communication solutions
Providing an overview of LTE and WiMAX and how they can meet the different broadband
requirements of business and mission critical users
Assessing to what extent PSS can rely on broadband technologies for mission critical services 
in terms of:
- availability - reliability - security
Will the use of broadband technologies require additional investment to guarantee the same
coverage as PMR systems?
Highlighting how partnerships between PMR manufacturers and mobile infrastructure vendors
are integrating the two technologies to enable high-speed data communications
What are the implications of limited spectrum availability?
Comparing the evolution in the US and Europe
Tapio Mäkinen, Director, Cassidian Systems 

12.45 Lunch

14.00 Deploying a multi-bearer concurrent solution to meet the broadband data
requirements of the Italian Prison Police Force
Outlining the network roll out in Italy which started in the South and is currently being deployed 
in the North
Focusing on the current deployment of the concurrent solution all over the South of Italy
Identifying the drivers for adopting a multi-bearer solution offering access to the PMR system,
GPRS, 3G, WiFi to provide the needed data bandwidth 
Describing network architecture inside jails for the PMR system, 3G and WiFi
Examining the operational applications used inside and outside the jails
Using 3G/WiFi in parallel to TETRA for video transmission and Database enquiry
Combining received video images with concurrent system features like Ambience Listening, 
Lone worker/Emergency call and GPS positioning reports 
Ensuring that the Command & Control Centre has a full understanding of where the guards 
are and what is happening around them
Dr Gerardo Palmieri, Communications Director, Department of Prison Police,
Italian Ministry of Justice

14.25 Deploying broadband wireless technologies and cognitive radio to enhance
public safety and disaster relief communications
Understanding the need for add-on technological solutions to enhance PMR systems:
- requirements of the current and the next generation PSDR services
- features of the existing PMR standards
Analysing the network architecture able to support integration of broadband wireless
technologies and PMR systems.
Why Cognitive Radio for PSDR communications? 
Benefits and challenges of applying Cognitive Radio techniques to PMR systems
Marco Petracca, Telecommunications Engineer and PhD Candidate, University of Rome Tor Vergata

14.50 Understanding how to leverage applications for PSS enabled by PMR networks
Understanding the importance of keeping up with commercial developments 
Ensuring public confidence in public safety services and meet growing expectations by users
Examining how to leverage different applications to optimise operations
Providing an overview of advanced applications for mission critical users 
Addressing the technical prerequisites for enabling advanced applications
Hannu Aronsson, Chairman, Applications Working Group, Technical Forum, TETRA Association

15.15 Panel Session: LTE – myth or reality?
During this session, panellists will assess whether LTE can effectively meet the broadband
requirements of business and mission critical users. The panellists will highlight the capabilities 
of LTE and assess whether LTE is a reliable, secure, future proof and cost efficient alternative to
dedicated PMR systems
Superintendent Bill Moore, Administration Division, Halifax Regional Police
For updates on the panellists, please visit www.pmrsummit.com.

15.45 Afternoon Refreshments

Stream A – 
PMR Deployment Scenarios

Stream B – 
Mobile Broadband and Future Applications

SUMMIT DAY TWO – WEDNESDAY 21ST SEPTEMBER 2011

Please quote: I322F C/M/W
Email: registrations@iir-telecoms.com

Gold Sponsors

16.15 Wrap Up Session
This session allows delegates from the two streams to come together for a final discussion on the key themes that emerged during the event. The audience will be split up into
smaller groups to share the ideas and insights they have gained during the two-day Summit. Each group will the report back their key findings to the entire audience.  

16.55 Chair’s Closing Remarks
17.00 End of Summit
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Web:
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EXHIBITORS INCLUDE:

USER DISCOUNT INFORMATION
Significant discounts are available for Communications
Users. Take advantage of the major discounts available
to end users of mission critical communications,
including public safety, national and international
government agencies, utilities, as well as the
transportation, service, manufacturing sectors and oil
industry. To find out if you qualify – see the booking
form or visit www.pmrsummit.com/mm

Sponsorship at IIR’s PMR Summit will provide you with
unlimited exposure to meet and engage with senior Critical
Communications professionals from both the public and
private sector. Regardless of your budget we can develop 
a tailored package that meets your marketing and sales
objectives in this sector.

Our comprehensive marketing campaign will reach out 
to an extensive group of our existing database and new

delegates all over the world. Involvement in this campaign 
will showcase your solutions and corporate profile in
prominent locations through various channels.

For more details on sponsorship and exhibition
opportunities contact:
Daniel Burridge, Business Development Manager, 
IIR Telecoms & Technology Tel: + 44 20 7017 7098  
Email: dburridge@iir-telecoms.com

PREMIUM SPONSORSHIP AND EXHIBITION OPPORTUNITIES

GOLD SPONSORS

CASSIDIAN, an EADS Company, is a worldwide leader in full-circle security solutions. Full-circle security comes
true when professionals use our solutions to the benefit of people. Users prefer our innovative, easy-to-use radios
and our high speed data and voice communication solutions that deliver superior coverage and encryption.
Network operator services ensure high availability and operational efficiency. 112/911 call taking, command &
control centre solutions, and emergency notification systems complete the full-circle security. Together with our
customers and partners, we are defending world security.

Teltronic has been focused on the design and manufacture of professional radio communications equipment 
for the past 35 years. Since 1996, it is part of the IBV Corporation, a Spanish industry investment group with
approximately €1 billion under management. The company manufactures a wide range of products in a multitude
of technologies: TETRA, P25, Conventional PMR, MPT-1327, and Professional Mobile Broadband, although the
bulk of its business is currently focused on TETRA and P25.

Simoco Group, including Team Simoco UK and ComGroup Australia, has been supporting the world’s radio communications needs for over 
60 years.  One of the most experienced manufacturers in the Mobile Radio Industry today, Simoco serves its customers from headquarters 
in the UK and Australia, with regional offices in the US and Asia. Simoco brings a radical approach to Radio communications design which 
saw the launch of the world’s first IP soft-switch PMR system in Xfin.  From P25 to Tetra and analogue MPT, Simoco has a wealth of expertise
which it is now bringing to bear as an active participant in the DMR Association.

ASSOCIATE SPONSOR
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For more information on sponsorship 
and exhibition opportunities contact:

Daniel Burridge, IIR Telecoms &
Technology Tel: +44 20 7017 7098 

Email: dburridge@iir-telecoms.com



visit www.iir-conferences.com/controlrooms for full details

I gained more knowledge and exchanged views within 
C&C community worldwide, well done IIR

A Talha MOD Malaysia

I now appreciate the need to ensure that the right solutions
are employed, making use of good and proven advice

P Ginger, Police Federation

30th November - 2nd December 2011 • America Square Conference Centre, London

Ensuring preparedness for immediate incident response 
and proactive event management

Researched & Produced by:

In association with:

Introducing A Major New Event Outlining The Evolving 
Communications Solutions For Business And Mission-Critical Users

Meliá Barcelona Hotel – Barcelona, Spain • 19-21 September 2011

✓ Title Date Code

ALL 3 DAYS
2 DAYS 
1 DAY 

• The conference fee includes lunch, refreshments and full conference documentation.
• The fee does not include travel expenses or hotel accommodation.

To assist us with future correspondence, please supply the following details:

Mr/Mrs/Ms First Name Last Name Job Title Department
Delegate 
Name

Head of 
Department
Booking
Contact

Company: ......................................................................................................................

Address ..........................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................................

.......................................................... Postcode:.............................................................

Tel: ........................................................... Fax: ............................................................. 

Email: ............................................................................................................................
No. of employees on your site: 1) ■■ 0-49 2) ■■ 50-249 3) ■■ 250-499 4) ■■ 500-999 5) ■■ 1000+

Nature of your company’s business ....................................................................................

1 4

5

2

�� Cheque. € .............. Enclosed is our cheque in favour
of IIR Ltd. Please ensure that the Conference Code
I322F C/M/W is written on the back of the cheque.

�� Bank Transfer. 
Full bank transfer details will be sent with the invoice

�� Credit Card. 
Please debit my:
�� Visa  �� Amex  �� Eurocard  �� Mastercard

Card No: ........................................................................

CCV Number:................... Expiry Date: ........... / ...........

Signature: .......................................................................

Cardholder Name and Address: ....................................

.........................................................................................

.........................................................................................

PLEASE QUOTE YOUR VIP NUMBER WHEN REGISTERING

TELEPHONE: +44 (0)20 7017 7483

E-MAIL: registrations@iir-telecoms.com

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.pmrsummit.com/mm

BY FAX: Complete and send this registration form to: 
+44 (0)20 7017 7825

BY POST:
Complete and return the registration form together with payment to:
IIR Ltd, Cyan House, 1 Canada Road, Byfleet, Surrey, KT14 7BF

Venue & Accommodation Details
Meliá Barcelona Hotel
Avenida De Sarria 50, 08029 Barcelona, Spain  
Tel: +(34)  93  4106060   Fax: +(34)  93  3215179 
Delegates are responsible for their own accommodation and travel
arrangements. You can, however, take advantage of the IIR discount
at the Meliá Barcelona Hotel. Please visit our website for the hotel
booking information. 

Unable To Attend?
Nothing compares to being there – but you need not 
miss out. Simply tick the box, send the form along 
with payment. You will be sent the URL and Password within 4 weeks of

the event being held.
■■ Online Docs @ €499 (excl VAT)
Fax the form to : +44(0) 20 7017 7825. We regret that we
can only accept payment by credit card.

Confirmation
Confirmation of your booking will only be sent when FULL PAYMENT
is received. All posted registrations must be accompanied by 
a cheque or credit card detail. Please treat this form as our 
request for payment. If you would like to receive details of future
conferences via email then please fill in your email address:

Data Protection: The personal information shown on this form, and/or provided by you, 
will be held on a database and may be shared with other companies in the Informa Group
in the UK and internationally. If you do not wish your details to be available to companies
in the Informa Group please contact the Database Manager at the above address, 
Tel +44 (0)20 7017 7077, Fax +44 (0)20 7017 7828 or email: integrity@iirltd.co.uk.
Occasionally your details may be obtained from, or made available to, external companies
who wish to communicate with you offers related to your business activities.
For address changes (or if you’d like to be removed from the database) please contact 
the database manager at the above address, Tel +44 (0)20 7017 7828 or email:
integrity@iirltd.co.uk - quoting the reference number printed on the mailing label.
If you do not wish to receive these offers, please tick the box: ■■
What happens if I have to cancel? Confirm your cancellation in writing before 5th
September 2011 and receive a refund less a 10%+ VAT service charge. Should you cancel
between this date and 12th September 2011 then you will receive a refund less a 50%
service charge. Regrettably no refunds can be made or cancellations received less than
one week prior to the conference. A substitute delegate is welcome at no extra charge. 

Additional Requirements: Please notify IIR at least one month before the conference
date if you have any additional requirements e.g.wheelchair access, large print etc.

Your VIP Number I322F C/M/W
A B C D E F G H I J K L

WORK OUT THE PRICE

3 YOUR DETAILS Please photocopy this form for multiple bookings

I WISH TO ATTEND EASY WAYS TO PAY

FIVE EASY WAYS TO REGISTER

SIGNIFICANT GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE!
Please contact Sofiane Guerni on 

+44 (0)20 7017 4595 or sguerni@iir-telecoms.com

�� Pre-Summit Tutorials Monday 19th September I322F W
�� Summit Day One Tuesday 20th September I322F C
�� Summit Day Two Wednesday 21st September I322F M

�� €625 + 18% VAT = €737.50

�� €395 + 18% VAT = €466.10

�� €850 + 18% VAT = €1003.00
�� €1875 + 18% VAT = €2212.50

�� €1185 + 18% VAT = €1398.30

�� €2550 + 18% VAT = €3009.00
Tick Box If Registering (USERS) Tick Box If Registering (NON USERS)

Do you qualify for the user discount? To attract end users and potential end users to the conference we are offering user
discounts of up to 70%. The user discount applies to organisations and individuals that use trunked mobile communication 
as a “tool of their trade”, either through self-provision or shared system, i.e. PMR, or those using an existing PAMR system. 
• Public safety organisations, including fire and rescue, ambulance and police forces • National and international government
organisations, including civil defence, military, customs and excise • Utilities, including electricity, gas, water, roads and rail track 
• Transportation industry, including taxis, bus, rail operators, road haulage • Service and manufacturing industry, including motoring
rescue services, servicing, couriers, ports and airports, construction • Agriculture, fishing, mining and oil. The user discount does
not apply to operators, manufacturers and consultants. If you are unsure whether you qualify for a user discount please check by
sending an e-mail to kperanen@iir-telecoms.com, supplying full details of the communication system that you use. IIR reserves 
the right to decide who qualifies for a discount. Anyone who mistakenly books under the wrong category will be notified in writing.


